
                   Susan’s Rally 2018 
Twenty Five years!  Thank you for your support and all you have helped us do in past, hopefully the 
future will be just as blessed! Have fun and I hope it isn’t too easy!

POINT 1

Turn right or cause an accident, veer right passing a cat, go under 3 overpasses and Topeka’s state.  Pass 
a famous prison, 5 pts. if you name it? _Leavenworth_ At ONE better that PERFECT turn right! Don’t 
“scrap” the route yet! The changes around here are amazing and soon all this will be condominiums. 
Slow down, at 3333 you are at Point 1! See that was so hard!  Go in, say hi to Paul and tell me how many
posters of Susan’s Rally are up at Cactus Cove?__3__5 pts. According to the signage where is this 
location? _Timbergrove, TX_5 pts. When was it established? _2017_5pts.

POINT 2

Continue till you kind of have to stop then turn left. Who was teacher of the year at Sinclair? _  April 19 
& 27_5 pts.  Pass through a legal age in many states and tip your hat to Ms. Donette at the Rainbow 
Lodge and get a load of the Barking Pig! Don’t stop till you pass under an overpass and when you see 
Willy and at the number Eisenhower had as president turn right! Turn left at ISKCON and park, go inta 
Govinda, it is point 2.  Go in and tell me what does GOOD FOOD DO?  _brings people together_5 pts.

POINT 3

Continue on, curving and crossing tracks, pass the American Legion turn right when you see a former 
rally point that also fuels your vehicle, don’t stop the play volleyball but try this premier spot for 
VOLLEYBALL in Houston! Name it for 5 pts. _Crow Bar_. Keep driving and pass watering holes that have 
sprung up since we first stopped in to Catty Catty’s 20 years ago.  Turn left at Catty’s and make another 
right turn at Clinton’s presidential number, enjoy what they have done to reclaim this lost 
neighborhood! Turn left in one block and at W’s number turn right.  Follow him till he is Crossed and 
when you can get a PIE in your face you have reached POINT 3. Don’t stop! What is your message and 
from what well know store? Use the power of pie for good not evil_5 pts. and _Flying Saucer Pie_5 pts. 
Color that Tania painted cancer ribbon on window gets you 5 points purple.  



POINT 4

Keep up the good work!  As you approach tell me the name of the INN on your left? _Barbeque Inn_5 
pts.  If you haven’t eaten here you are missing a Houston landmark treat! Now turn right at one of the 
Ivy Leagues best, the alma mater of Paul Newman, the Clinton’s, Bush Sr. Meryl Streep and William F. 
Buckley’s ! And now prepare a relaxing ride, passing Booker T. Washington, a giant in African American 
Civil Rights progress. He hired to teach at Tuskegee institution what very  accomplished African 
American botanist George Washington Carver 5 points (Famous for what legume? _peanut_ 5 pts.). 
Turn left after an overpass, pass a National Cemetary and at a transportation mode turn right. You will 
now drive down a street that has been used more by Susan’s Rally than any other, you pass 4 former 
rally points among them the deceased AAA Café, the soon to be refurbished Canino’s Farmer’s Produce 
Market, Teotihuacan and the host of THE BRUCE ROBERSON MEMORIAL CAR RALLY 28 years ago 
_Spanish Flower_5pts. which is your dead end, turn right.  So much change, Mainly pass a Tall Texan, 
the Sunset but slow down between 24 and 25 pull in you are at POINTS 4 AND 5. The future and past 
awaits you! What’s the name of the Head Shop will get you 5 points. If you answer at POINT 4, What is 
CBD and understand the effect it has on our cause today?  _Cannabidiol, treatment for nausea and 
other ill effects of cancer_5 pts. A souvenir gets you another 5 pts. 

POINT 5 Go next door where a stranded canoe marks the spot!  Have a look at what Don the 
Beachcomber and Trader Vic’s embodied in the 40’s, 50’s, 60’s and 70’s!  This is what they looked like 
when TIKI bars and restaurants were prevalent!  What is the description of a Blue Hawaiian _  Blue 
coconut & pinapple _10 pts. You are at POINT 5!

Point 6

Continue on turning left at an Aurora!  At a corner whose school graduated, The Adams, Roosevelts, 
Kennedy, W, Obama and Bill O’Reilley turn left you will see the OLD Houston Ice House, now the home 
of Angela’s Oven, 5 pts. Go in and say hi to Angela! What is the Susan’s Rally Special today? Blue Lemon  
Scones. Continue on passing a HOUSE WITH NO EXPLANATION, how many udder’s on the goat?_2_ 5 
pts. Turn right at ARROWS and at the Alma mater of Eli Whitney, Dick Cheney, Clarence Thomas and 
Anderson Cooper turn left, pass a Breakfast with the Bros. favorite breakfast haunt of the 50’s and today
and yours also, this grill has been a mainstay of this territory that is  haunted by Kaplan’s Ben-Hur, the 
OLD Heights Main Street and the location of the Heights Post Office. At what would be a Quinceanera 
turn left. At 1426, a WILDE thing beacons! Go in and this is NOT for the faint of heart, Say HI to LAWYER 
and tell me how many dead faeries do you count? _5_ 10 pts. And how many live peacocks do you 
count? _4_ 5 pts. Take a walk through and marvel at a collection that rivals NONE! This is POINT 6. 
Everyone in your car should see this!

POINT 7

Continue to a HIGH POINT and turn right, from this point how many pieces of art do you count from 
here 6 to your next turn along the esplanade to the tracks?  _10 pts. Notice the new growth along the 
Avenue! Change is in the air! Stores and restaurants and Ann Richards! What information have you 



learned about her if you are AWARE of the decorations on avenue?_Born 1933, graduated 1954, 
Graduated 1955, Treasurer 1982, Govenor 1990, Died 2006_20 pts.

Your first president means a left turn and at a National event (Use your sonic hearing) turn left for a tour
of SCRAP and what scraps can become.  Cross the tracks and follow to the dead end to stop and tell me 
how many claw foot tubs you count?  9_5 pts. This is Point 7.

POINT 8

Retrace your steps turning  right at a Center run parallel to the tracks, go under an overpass, pass a Rose
and a Harper till a High Point lets your turn right to cross those tracks again.  You are about to revisit the 
one location Susan’s Rally has visited more than any other!  Cars of every type have visited here, GO IN 
and you now can give me the name and year a car that Breast Cancer survivors would covet! _1958 pink 
Cadillac Deville_ 10 pts.

Say so long for another year and tell them thanks!

POINT 9

You will make a U-Turn and pass a Memorial and a type of wrench, don’t turn left till you see the 
Speaker of House of Representatives in 1815, How many times was he elected speaker?  3  5 pts.      A 
museum when you pass Ms. Peveto on your left gives you another former Rally point.  Point 9 is up 
ahead poised as a multi-colored loft, called Tri-Beca.  Stop and tell me for 5 points the name of this 
national historical registrant and the year it was built?  _Clark & Courts Bldg. 1936_ 

POINT 10

Continue on stopping only when you have to and sail by Christopher and see what time has done to this 
old duplex community, if you have to turn, turn right, then left and Cowboys and Indians! This too was a 
former rally point. At a nameless street with NO NAME turn right then a left at a MENACE. This is point 
10, If you haven’t heard of Miss Edie you have now. They have been constant supporter for 25 years.  
Diner’s Drive-In’s and Dive’s love her AND her Thursday’s CHICKEN FRIED STEAK! Tell me the name of 
this 1940’s grocery store Lankfords! Continue on passing Ron’s heading east, pass a Spotlight and Glitter
dead end means a left, at a street named for one of the 5 Greatest Senators of All Time and the speaker 
who delivered the “Reply to Hayne” speech turn right and another right a “MAIN” corridor.  Follow it to 
Anita and tell me who created this special Houston mural? _Dixie Friend Gay_15 points. This point 10!

Continue two blocks, follow the arrow and at Birmingham’s state turn left, at a Buffalo turn in….You 
have just finished Susan’s Rally 2018!


